


Al Jouhara al Raea General Contracting is Abu Dhabi based 
company; Dealing in Reinforced Concrete Cutting & Coring.

Al Jouhara al Raea General Contracting is spearheaded by Mr. 
Zeeshan Ahmed: the Managing Director, who is having an experience 
of 10 years in Reinforced Concrete Cutting and Coring.



 Reinforced Concrete Cutting:
 Concrete Core Cutting.
 Concrete Saw Cutting.
 Concrete Wire Saw Cutting.
 Chemical Anchor Fixing.
 Controlled Demolition.
 Our Vision.



We can open holes of different diameters (From 15mm to above than 2 meters). It can also open to any depth required.

As the name defines its work to make a cylinder opening in slabs & walls (concrete, block, precast etc.) along with steel with very fine finishing. Also the opening can be opened with different angles required.



We can cut concrete columns, beams, slabs as well as stairs etc. of different depths using concrete diamond blades. With Concrete Saw Cutter, we cut concrete up to the limited depth. This machine is operated through remote control and having a wide range of safety system.



We can cut concrete columns, beams, slabs as well as stairs etc. of different depths using concrete diamond wire. With Concrete wire Cutter we cut concrete up to the infinite depth. This machine is operated through remote control and having a wide range of safety system. The heads of both the machines: Saw Cutter and Wire Saw Cutter  are changed. Rest of the unit remains same.

All the cut pieces are carried out with so many different techniques. According to the situations.



Chemical bolt and anchor fixing is mostly used for 
hanging steel or increasing steel in columns as 
well as  beams etc. for extensional work.



In controlled Demolition we can demolish 
concrete, block structure according to the 
site & the situation. 

According to the demand, we can 
demolish concrete without cutting steel 
bars. We can also remove debris to the 
related damping yard.



Our Company “Al Jouhara al Raea General Contracting” is 
one of the most recognized companies in the United Arab 
Emirates. Our company is based on certified technicians 
along with the machinery of modern age.

Our vision, to get the peak in the related field, is 
based on the foundation of more than 10 years of experience 
and our strong leadership in our related industry. Our 
commitment, "Built by us for you", now extends globally 
with strictly maintaining high standards in ethics and 
technical excellence, and encouraging timely environmental 
and social responsibility.



Mob: 00971 50 8193445  UAE
Mob: 00968 98999534  Oman
Email: Jouhararaea@gmail.com


